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Wetlands ielts reading passage answers

This free IELTS preparatory course will help you improve all the skills needed for IELTS. It covers all parts of the test (reading, writing, listening and speaking), as well as other basic skills you need to achieve the best result. However, this is not a complete reference guide for everything you need to know to prepare for IELTS – consider that you will need to
enroll in one of our complete online IELTS courses. Keep one point in mind - the IELTS test is a test of your English, not just your exam skills. The IELTS test has been running since 1980 and is one of the most respected tests in the world - a success that IELTS would not have achieved if the test could have been cheated by candidates who do not have
good English. We strongly recommend that you work through our free general English courses, at least up to Level B2. A quick word about our free IELTS preparatory course. We are native English speakers (originally from the UK but now living in New Zealand) and former IELTS investigators. We also had 4 IELTS textbooks published by Pearson Education
(IELTS High Impact Series). Hopefully this will give you the confidence to trust our resources and practice tests! A new, online version of this test :: Answer Keys :: Vocabulary Impact of wilderness tourisma The market for tourism in remote areas is on the rise like never before. Countries around the world are actively promoting their wild areas – such as
mountains, Arctic countries, deserts, small islands, and wetlands – to high-spending tourists. The appeal of these areas is obvious: wilderness tourism requires little or no initial investment. But that doesn't mean there's no price. As recognised by the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development, these regions are fragile (i.e. highly vulnerable to
abnormal pressures) not only in terms of ecology, but also in terms of the culture of their populations. The three most important types of fragile environment in this regard, and also in terms of the proportion of the Earth's surface that they cover, are deserts, mountains and arctic regions. An important feature is their pronounced seasonality, with harsh
conditions prevailing for many months each year. As a result, most human activities, including tourism, are limited to clearly defined parts of the year. Tourists are attracted to these regions by their natural landscapes of beauty and the unique culture of their indigenous peoples. And poor governments in these isolated areas have welcomed a new kind of
adventurous tourist, grateful for the hard currency they bring. For several years, tourism has been the main source of foreign exchange in Nepal and Bhutan. Tourism is also a key element in Arctic economies such as Lapland and Alaska and in desert areas such as Ayers Rock in Australia and Arizona Monument Valley.B Once the site is established as a
major tourist destination, the effects on the local community Deep. For example, when farmers can earn more money as carriers of foreign tourists in a few weeks than they can work in their fields in a year, it is no wonder that many of them go about their work on the farm, which is therefore left to other family members. In some regions of the hills, this has led
to a serious decline in agricultural production and a change in the local diet, as there is not enough work to preserve terraces and irrigation systems and crop propensity. As a result, many people in these regions have turned to external supplies of rice and other food. In Arctic and desert 2000s, year-round survival is traditionally dependent on hunting animals
and fish and collecting fruit during the relatively short season. However, as some residents engage in tourism, they no longer have time to collect wild food; this has led to an increase in dependence on purchased food and shops. Tourism is not always the culprit of these changes. All kinds of wage labor, or government handouts, tend to undermine traditional
survival systems. Whatever the cause, the dilemma is always the same: what happens when these new external sources of income go out? The physical impact of visitors is another serious problem associated with the growth of adventurous tourism. Much attention has been focused on erosion along the main trails, but perhaps more important are
deforestation and the impact on water supplies resulting from the need to provide tourists with cooked food and hot showers. In mountains and deserts, slow-growing trees are often the main sources of fuel and water supply, which can be limited or susceptible to degradation during heavy use. C Stories about tourism problems have become legions in the
last few years. Still, it doesn't have to be a problem. While tourism inevitably affects the region in which it takes place, the cost of these fragile environments and their local cultures can be minimised. It may even be a means of reviving local cultures, as happened with the sherpas of Nepal's Khumbu Valley and in some Alpine villages. And a growing number
of adventurous tourism operators are trying to ensure that their activities benefit the local population and the environment in the long run. In the Swiss Alps, communities have decided that their future depends on more effective integration of tourism with the local economy. Local concerns about the growing number of second domestic developments in Pays
d'Enhaut, Switzerland, have led to a reduction in their growth. There has also been a renaissance in communal cheese production in the area, which provides locals with a reliable source of income that is not dependent on the outside. Many Arctic tourist destinations have been exploited by outside companies that employ temporary workers and repatriate
most of the profits to their home base. However, some Arctic communities now run travel agencies themselves, ensuring that benefits grow locally. For a native company in Alaska that employs local people organizes an air trip from Anchorage to Kotzebue, where tourists eat Arctic food, walk the tundra and watch local musicians and dancers. Natives in the
desert areas of the American Southwest followed similar strategies, encouraging tourists to visit their pueblos and bookings to buy high-quality crafts and artworks. Acoma and San Ildefonso pueblos established high-profit pottery businesses, while the Navajo and Hopi groups were similarly successful with jewelry. Too many people living in fragile
environments lost control of their economies, culture, and environment when tourism infiltrated their homeland. Simply restricting tourism cannot be a solution to imbalances, because people's desire to see new places will not just disappear. Instead, communities in fragile environments must achieve greater control over tourism activities in their regions; to
balance their needs and aspirations with the requirements of tourism. A growing number of communities are showing that with strong municipal decision making it is possible. The critical question now is whether this can become the norm rather than the exception. Questions 1-3 Reading Passage 1 has three parts, A-C. Choose the correct heading for each
section in the heading list below. Type the correct I-VI number in fields 1-3 for answers. READING PASSAGE 1 You should spend about 20 minutes on questions 1-13, which are based on reading Passage 1 below. History of time measurement From the moment one first noticed the regular movement of the sun and stars, we thought about the passage of
time. Prehistoric humans first recorded phases of the moon about 30,000 years ago, and recording time was the way humanity observed the heavens and represented the progress of civilization. The earliest natural events to be recognized were in heaven, but during the year, there were many other events that indicate significant changes in the environment.
Seasonal winds and rains, flooding of rivers, flowering of trees and plants and breeding cycles or migration of animals and birds have led to natural divisions of the year, and other observations and local customs have led to the recognition of the seasons. Egypt's shadow clock divided the time of day into 12 parts, with each part further divided into more
precise parts. One type of shadow clock consisted of a long stem with five variable markers and an elevated crossbar that cast a shadow on these markers. In the morning it was placed east, and at noon it was turned west. The obelisky worked in much the same way: the shadow cast on the marks around it allowed the Egyptians to calculate the time.
Obelisk also indicated whether it was morning or afternoon, as well as summer and winter solstices. 1500 př.nl, was similar in shape to the bent T-square. Measured shadow cast by the cross line on a nonlinear rule. T was eastward-facing in the morning, and at noon he turned to cast his shadow in the opposite direction. Although accurate, the shadow clock
relied on the sun, so they were useless at night and in cloudy weather. Inventions for measuring and regulating time Early inventions were made to divide day or night into different periods in order to regulate work or ritual, so that the lengths of time periods varied greatly from place to place and from one culture to another. Oil lamps There is archaeological
evidence of oil lamps around 4000 př.nl and the Chinese used oil for heating and lighting about 2000 BC. Oil lamps are still significant in religious practices, symbolizing the path from darkness and ignorance to light and knowledge. The shape of the lamp gradually evolved into a typical ceramic style. It was possible to devise a method of measuring the level
in the oil tank to measure the passage of time. Sirloin clock Marked candles have been used to tell time in China since the sixth century CE. There is a popular story that King Alfred the Great invented candle clocks, but we know they have been in use in England since the tenth century CE. However, the burning speed is subject to drafts and variable wax
quality. Life oil lamps, candles have been used to indicate the passage of time from one event to another, rather than telling the time of day. Water clock Water clock, or clepsydra, seems to have been invented by about 1500 př.nl and was a device that relied on constant water flow from or into the container. Measurements may be indicated on the container
or on the water container. Compared to a candle or oil lamp, the sect was more reliable, but the water flow still depended on pressure fluctuations from the head of water in the container. Astronomical and astrological clock production was developed in China from 200 to 1300 CE. Early Chinese mowers controlled various mechanisms illustrating astronomical
phenomena. Astronomer Su Sung and his companions built an elaborate sepsis in 1088 CE. This device contained a system of buckets powered by water, which was originally invented about 725 CE. Among the displays were bronze engines powered by rotating celestial globes, and mannequins that rang gongs, ing special times of the day. Hourglasses or
sandglasses As glass blowing technology has evolved, since some time in the 14th century. Originally, sandboxes were used as a benchmark for a certain period of time, such as lamps or candles, but as the clock became more accurate, they were used to calibrate sandstone glass to measure certain time periods and to determine the duration of sermons,
university lectures, and even torture periods. The distribution of the day and the length of the egyptian sundite clock from approximately 1500 př.nl are the first evidence of the division on the same part, but the sundiglass was useless at night. The passage of time was extremely important for astronomers and priests, who were responsible for setting the exact
hours for daily rituals and important religious festivals, so water clocks were invented. Merkhet Egyptians improved in the sun's hours with merkhet, one of the oldest known astronomical instruments. It was developed around 600 př.nl and uses a string with weight as a plume to get a real vertical line, as in the picture. The second object is a rib palm leaf,
stripped of leaves and divided at one end, creating a thin slit for the view. Pairs of merchets have been used to create a north-south direction by shifting them one in a row with The Star Field. Looking at the plum perches, it made sure that the two merchets and the view were in the same straight with the Star Field. This made it possible to measure night-time
events with a water clock, when some stars crossed a vertical plume (transit line), and these events could then be recorded by night lines drawn on the sun's clock. There are various theories about how the 24-hour day unfolded. The fact that the day was divided into 12 hours may be because 12 is a factor of 60 and both Babylonian and Egyptian
civilizations have recognized the zodiac cycle of 12 constellations. On the other hand, (excuse the pun) finger-counting with base 12 was an option. Fingers each have 3 joints, so relying on joints gives one full hand 12. In classical Greek and Roman times they used twelve hours from sunrise to sunset; but because summer days and winter nights are longer
than winter days and summer nights, the length of hours has changed throughout the year. Question 1-4 Does the following statement agree with the information provided in Passage 1? In fields 1-4 on the answer sheet, write YES if the statement is true NO, if the statement is false, it is not indicated if the information is not given in passage 1 The exact date
of origin of the timer was not clear today. 2 People use candles and oil lamps to record time to do things in the early days. 3 Oil lamps are used for religious beliefs in 4000 př.nl. 4 Sundite clocks have always been inaccurate to record time in ancient Egypt. Questions 5-10 Type the correct letter A-D, in fields 5-10 on the NB answer sheet You can use any
letter more than once. A Wooden shadow clock B Clepsydra C Sandglasses D lamp oil candle 5 Used container tag position time record 6 Used to measure a specific time 7 Used only on a sunny day 8 Used oil tank to measure the passage of time 9 Not used only to indicate time 10 Is more accurate than candles and oil lamps Questions 11-13 Select the
correct letter , A, B, C or D. Write your answers in boxes 11-13 to your answer. 11 Which picture shows the working principle of clepsydra? 12 Which picture best describes the wooden shadow? 13 below illustrates the working hours of the oil lamp
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